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We report terahertz (THz) second harmonic generation (SHG) in superconductors (SC) with
inversion symmetric equilibrium states that forbid even-order nonlinearities. Such SHG signal is
observed in single-pulse emission by periodic driving with a multi-cycle THz electric field tuned
below the SC energy gap and vanishes above the SC critical temperature. We explain the microscopic
physics by a dynamical symmetry breaking principle at sub-THz-cycle by using quantum kinetic
modeling of the interplay between strong THz-lightwave nonlinearity and pulse propagation. The
resulting non-zero integrated pulse area inside the SC drives lightwave nonlinear supercurrents due
to sub–cycle Cooper pair acceleration, in contrast to d.c.-biased superconductors, which can be
controlled by the bandstructure and the THz pump field.

The determination and understanding of symmetry
breaking in superconducting states has been a central
theme in condensed matter physics that remains challenging. A recent example is SHG at optical frequencies
that is actively explored in cuprates and other inversionsymmetry-breaking superconductors [1, 2]. Such studies reveal that, in addition to the underlying crystal
structure, the quantum order itself can also lead to nontrivial SHG signals. In contrast to high energy optical
excitation, the advent of intense few–cycle THz pulses
has opened new opportunities for exploring fundamental nonlinear physics and broken symmetry states [3].
Multi-cycle phase-locked THz pulses tuned below the
pair-breaking energy gap 2∆SC minimally perturb SC
states. In contrast, optical pumping tends to destroy
SC order by heating the quasi-particles (QPs) [4]. In addition, while the carrier-envelope phase-unlocked pulses
used for optical pumping are sensitive to SHG, they are
not suitable for identifying sub-cycle lightwave modulation effects that relate to the oscillating pump E-field.
THz-induced nonlinear effects in superconductors have
been of interest lately, e.g., third harmonic generation
(THG) revealing Higgs [5–10], Leggett modes [11] and
strip phases [12], a single–cycle THz-driven gapless QP
fluid with vanishing scattering [13], and the observation
of higher harmonics (HH) in coherent pump-probe responses [14]. However, forbidden THz-induced SHG, or
T-SHG, from single–pulse excitation of SC states has not
been observed so far.
SHG may be observed in SCs with an additional inversion symmetry breaking order parameter coming, e.g.,
from pseudo-gap, magnetic, charge, or lattice coupled
orders. However, the spontaneous coherence between
Cooper pairs (k ↑, −k ↓) in a simple BCS ground state
does not support SHG, due to the inversion symmetry.

Nevertheless, driven coherence by strong acceleration of
macroscopic Cooper pair center-of-mass (CM) motion
can transiently break the equilibrium inversion symmetry without pair breaking, via a periodically
modulated
Rt
superfluid momentum, ps (t) ∝ −∞ dτ Eef f (τ ). Such
time–dependent preferred direction can be introduced by
phase-locked THz electric field pulses tuned below the
2∆SC gap, which induce an effective local electric field
Eef f (τ ) determined by the electromagnetic fields and
by spatial gradients of the chemical potential and scalar
fields. Fig. 1(a) illustrates the quantum dynamics of the
BCS state driven by an a.c. field, arising from precession
of Anderson pseudospins (PSs) mapped onto the Bloch
sphere. In this Bloch picture, the PSs respond to a pseudomagnetic field controlled by THz driving, whose x/ycomponents (transverse) are given by the complex SC order parameter, whereas its z-component (longitudinal) is
determined by the bandstructure. Cooper pair lightwave
acceleration can non–adiabatically drive a supercurrent–
carrying transient macroscopic state, with oscillating
condensate momentum ps (t) (red line, Fig. 1(a)), consisting of pairs (k + ps (t) ↑, −k + ps (t) ↓) [14]. The resulting light-induced nonlinear supercurrent flow breaks
the equilibrium symmetry that gives rise to PS dynamics. Such PS oscillations have manifested themselves in
the forbidden third-harmonic peaks observed in the two–
pulse pump–probe spectra of sufficiently clean Nb3 Sn
SCs [14]. However, T-SHG in single–pulse nonlinear
emission, a hallmark for the driven broken-symmetry
state, has not been observed, raising some questions
about the interpretation of the pump-probe signals in
Ref.[14]. More importantly, this lightwave current tuning
should be distinguished from the d.c. biased SCs from an
application of electrodes [15]. Two key questions must be
addressed to fully underpin the microscopic physics: (i)
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Figure 1. (a) Illustration of THz SHG generation by Anderson pseudospins driven by THz lightwave acceleration of superfluid momentum, ps (t). (d) THz emission for two THz
E-field strengths, 21.7 kV/cm(blue) and 2.5 kV/cm(black).
Inset: Representative 0.5THz multicycle phase-locked THz
pulse and spectrum. (c) THz emission at 4.1K normalized to
the emission at 20K for various THz E-field strengths (traces
offset for clarity). (d) The THz SHG contribution to the
measured THz emission signals after subtracting the pump
leakage (main text). Inset: THz SHG emission is absent from
the substrate after accounting for the pump leakage.

how can an asymmetric
ac electric field pulse with nonR∞
zero pulse area −∞ dτ E(τ ) 6= 0, i.e., a zero-frequency
(dc) component, be generated in a nonlinear condensate
medium? (ii) Is the Nb3 Sn bandstructure, where flat
bands close to the Fermi level result in a large DOS, responsible for enhancing the lightwave supercurrent?
In this letter, we demonstrate single–pulse nonlinear
emission SHG below the SC critical temperature (Tc ).
Such SHG is forbidden by the equilibrium symmetry of
Nb3 Sn. We present nonlinear quantum kinetic calculations, based on gauge invariant density matrix equations of motion, which are in excellent agreement with
the experimental results. We thus underpin the photogeneration of a broken symmetry nonlinear supercurrent
arising from THz lightwave propagation for a nonlinear
s–wave BCS medium. More importantly, our results describe a microscopic mechanism for photogenerating low–
frequency components in the forward- and backwardtraveling THz electric fields in the presence of PS nonlinearity, controlled by the bandstructure and THz field.
Our sample consists of a 20 nm thick Nb3 Sn film
grown by magnetron sputtering on an Al2 O3 substrate.
Tc ∼ 16 K and SC gap 2∆SC ∼ 4.5 meV [4, 16]. Information on sample growth procedures and equilibrium
electrodynamics is discussed elsewhere [13, 14]. 2 W,
35 fs pulses from a Ti:Sapphire based regenerative amplifier were used to generate broadband quasi single-cycle

THz pulses from a LiNbO3 crystal, via a tilted-pulsefront scheme [13], with peak electric field ∼1000 kVcm−1
and broad bandwidth ∼0-3 THz. Narrowband multicycle THz pulses at 2.1 meV (0.5 THz) were then obtained by using narrow band-pass filters. The peak electric field, E0.5THz ∼20kVcm−1 , is shown in the inset of
Fig. 1(b) along with the pulse spectrum. For the results
presented below, a 4.2 meV (1.0 THz) band pass filter
was placed after the sample to block the fundamental
beam and extract the nonlinear signal. Three wire-grid
polarizers inserted in the THz beam path were used to
control the E-field strength without changing the polarization of the THz driving field. The THz emission was
detected by using electro-optic sampling in a 1 mm ZnTe
crystal.
Figs. 1(b)-1(c) show the observation of T-SHG emission at 1.0 THz for various field strengths E0.5THz . These
THz emission signals are, however, a mixture of both
linear (THz pump background) and nonlinear responses,
since it is not possible to completely filter out the pump.
This is evident in Fig. 1(b), which plots the THz emission from our sample for THz pump E-field strengths
of E0.5THz =21.7 kV/cm and 2.5 kV/cm. A signal at
0.5 THz is clearly visible even after the 1.0 THz filter
is placed after the sample, due to residual leakage of
0.5 THz radiation through the 1.0 THz filter. Likewise,
a portion of the signal at 1.0 THz should arise from leakage of 1.0 THz radiation from the 0.5 THz filter placed
in the pumps path before the excitation to narrow the
broadband THz pump spectrum. To extract the nonlinear contribution to the T-SHG emission coming from
the SC order, Fig. 1(c) shows the ∼1.0 THz signals
at 4 K normalized to the normal state value measured
at 20 K, i.e., E4.1K /E20K , for various field strengths
E0.5THz =21.4, 9, 2.5 kVcm−1 . For high E-fields, the
emission at 1.0 THz shows a strong nonlinear field dependence, which diminishes at low E-fields. While the
2.5 kV/cm trace shows a temperature-independent SHG
signal, attributed to pump leakage, the observation of
nonlinear behavior indicates a contribution at 1.0 THz
from the SC state. For the 21.4 kVcm−1 trace, this nonlinear SC contribution becomes bigger than the pump
leakage contribution also observed in the normal state.
We thus attribute the temperature-dependent, nonlinear
SHG emission for 21.4 kV cm−1 to a dynamically generated T-SHG effect elaborated below.
To demonstrate the second order nature of the nonlinear THz emission in Fig. 1(c), we subtract the pump
leakage contribution to the measured THz transmission
with the following procedure. The pump leakage contribution for a given E-field strength can be estimated by
scaling the low field data at 2.5 kV/cm according to the
leakage ratio obtained from the pump polarizer angle.
We thus obtain the results in Fig. 1(d) for 21.7 kV/cm
at 4.1 K. This contribution to the T-SHG emission shows
a well-defined resonance at 2ωpump . Note that there is no
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Figure 2. (a)THz SHG signals for various E-field strengths
at 4K (traces offset for clarity). (b) THz SHG at 1 THz as
function of the square of the normalized E-field strength. The
grey line shows a linear fit to the data.

measurable T-SHG signal from the sapphire substrate, as
seen from Fig. 1(d) (inset). Fig. 2(a) shows the E-field
dependence of the T-SHG signal extracted from the measured emission as above. The peak of this T-SHG contribution is plotted against the square of the normalized Efield strength (ETHz /Emax )2 in Fig. 2(b). The observed
E–dependence is well reproduced by a linear fit, as expected for a second–order non-linear optical process, i.e.,
2
our 1THz signal is proportional to Epump
. Note that any
residual contribution from filter leakage should be linear
in E. This corroborates our assignment of the nonlinear
T-SHG effect observed below Tc to the SC order.
Figure 3(a) shows the strong temperature dependence
of the above T-SHG emission. To accurately extract this
SHG temperature dependence, we must account for the
change in THz transmission due to temperature dependence of the E-field transmittance. This was done by normalizing the measured THz emission signals ET /E20K ,
Fig. 1(c), at each temperature T by the transmittance
(T= ESample /EReference ) at that temperature. The resulting quantity, (ET /TT )/(E20K /T20K ), should describe
the temperature dependence of the T-SHG contribution. This T-SHG resonance at 2ωpump vanishes, with
a fairly constant lineshape, at the critical temperature
Tc ∼16 K, Fig. 3(b) (dashed line). The measured temperature dependence follows that of the SC order parameter, which indicates that the origin of the forbidden TSHG behavior is light–induced condensate motion, rather
than some other contribution such as surface nonlinearity
that contributes at all temperatures.
To model our proposed mechanism for nonlinear lightwave supercurrent photogeneration, we extend previous
studies of quantum transport [14, 17, 18] and HH generation (HHG) [19, 20] in SCs by including the selfconsistent interaction of the SC system with the propagating electromagnetic field (Supplemental Material).
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Figure 3. (a) THz-SHG signals scaled to the E field transmittance at various temperatures normalized by the 20K data
(see text, traces offset for clarity). (b) Temperature dependence of the Integrated spectral weight of THz SHG signals.

The sub–cylce time–dependence is described in a gaugeinvariant way by generalizing the treatment of analogous
ultrafast quantum kinetic transport effects in semiconductors to include the off-diagonal long range order [21].
We thus derive gauge-invariant SC Bloch equations [14]
after subsequent gradient expansion of the spatial fluctuations [21]. Together with Maxwell’s equations, we thus
describe the dynamical interplay of three different THzlight induced ultrafast effects: (1) Lightwave nonlinear
acceleration of the Cooper-pair condensate, (2) Anderson
pseudo-spin nonlinear precession, and (3) THz lightwave
propagation inside the SC thin film geometry. The latter propagation effects are required for photogeneration
of a dc supercurrent component in the presence of SC
nonlinear response. The latter is due to both THz-light
induced condensate acceleration and pseudo-spin precession and affects the interference between incident and
reflected propagating waves. Here we do not consider
additional effects resulting from the coupling of the SC
order to the competing martensitic lattice order in the
studied Nb3 Sn SC [13].
Based on Maxwell’s equations, any physical source of
electromagnetic waves
R ∞cannot contain a zero-frequency
dc component [22]: −∞ dt ETHz (t) = 0. However, this
does not apply to reflected and transmitted electric field
pulses after interaction with a nonlinear medium [22].
A dynamical broken-symmetry dc supercurrent is photogenerated via the following steps. First, THz excitation of the SC with ETHz (t) creates a nonlinear ac supercurrent J(t), which then generates an electric field
that interferes with the forward- and reflected backwardtraveling THz electric fields inside the nonlinear SC.
Such interference results in time-asymmetric reflected
(Eref (t))
R ∞ and transmitted (Etrans (t)) electric field pulses
with −∞ dt Eref,trans (t) 6= 0 inside the SC. The static
component of the THz-light induced current is the source
of a zero-frequency component of the sub-pulses [22].
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Figure 4. Gauge-invariant quantum kinetic simulation of dynamical symmetry breaking and nonlinear supercurrent photogeneration by THz lightwave propagation and interference
effects. (a) Dynamics of THz-light induced nonlinear supercurrent J(t), calculated without (black line) and with propagation effects (red line), together with the representative
0.5 THz pump oscillating electric field used in the calculations (shaded area). (b) Calculated THz SHG for various Efield strengths. Without the propagation effects, this signal is
zero; (c), (e) Calculated nonlinear spectra over a range of frequencies, in linear and semi-logarithmic scale; the linear and
third harmonic emission peaks are indicated by vertical solid
lines, while SHG is denoted by vertical dashed line. (d) Calculated non-perturbative THz SHG at 1 THz as a function of
the square of the normalized E-field strength. (f) Fluence dependence of the zero-frequency component of the transmitted
nonlinear E-field for three different electron hopping strengths
t1 that characterize the flatness of the electronic bands. Inset:
DOS for the different used t1 .

The strength of this photogenerated component of the
reflected and transmitted electric fields depends on the
THz-light indued SC nonlinearities. The latter are controlled by the effective local field spectral and temporal
properties, as well as by the intensity of the applied pump
E-field and the bandstructure, discussed below. In the
second step, the SC interaction with the above dynamically generated asymmetric effective electric field pulse
breaks the equilibrium inversion symmetry and induces a
Cooper-pair condensate flow. The latter can persist well
after the pulse assuming weak photocurrent relaxation.
Figure 4(a) illustrates the calculated supercurrent photogeneration via THz pulse propagation inside the SC
system. The external pump electric field ETHz (t) (shaded

area) is shown together with the photo-induced current J(t) resulting from our calculation without (black
line) and with propagation effects (red line). We used
ETHz (t) = Ẽ(t) sin(ωpump t) with Gaussian envelope
R∞
Ẽ(t), which satisfies −∞ dt ETHz (t) = 0. ωpump =
2.1 meV is well below the SC gap 2∆SC = 4.5 meV.
The pulse duration ∼ 20 ps is similar to the experimental pump pulse (inset Fig. 1(c)). The photoinduced supercurrent resulting from our calculation including propagation effects (red line) remains finite after the pulse,
in contrast to the result without THz lightwave propagation (black line). This calculation demonstrates that
a significant dc component of the photocurrent can be
induced by THz lightwave propagation inside a SC thin
film as discussed above. The calculated decay of this
photoinduced dc supercurrent after the pulse here comes
from radiative damping and results from self-consistent
coupling between the current and laser field.
The predicted inversion-symmetry breaking in the nonequilibrium moving condensate is experimentally detectable via high harmonics emitted at equilibriumsymmetry-forbidden frequencies. This is demonstrated
in Figs. 4(c) and (e), where the spectra of the pump electric field and the currents of Fig. 4(a) are shown in linear
and semi-logarithmic scale, respectively. The spectrum of
the current resulting from our calculation including THz
lightwave propagation (red line) exhibits an equilibriumsymmetry forbidden SHG generation (vertical dashed
line), as well as a pronounced zero-frequency component.
These contributions are in addition to the equilibrium–
symmetry–allowed linear and third harmonic emission
(vertical solid lines) reported before. In comparison,
the spectrum of the current resulting from our calculation without THz light-wave propagation effects (black
line) shows only odd harmonics, as expected. We conclude that THz-light induced nonlinearities, together
with THz-lightwave propagation inside the SC system,
can induce a Cooper-pair condensate flow which manifests itself in equilibrium-symmetry-forbidden SHG.
Figure 4(b) presents the calculated SHG spectra of the
transmitted electric field for five different electric field
strengths. A resonance emerges at the SHG frequency
of 1.0 THz with increasing pump fluence. This behavior is in agreement with the experimental observations
in Fig. 2(a). The fluence dependence of the SHG signal
(Fig. 4(d)) shows a linear dependence as a function of
the square of the normalized E-field (ETHz /ETHz,max )2
at low electric field strengths, in agreement with the experimental results (Fig. 2(b)). Deviations from this behavior at higher pump fluences emerge when the SC order
parameter is significantly quenched by the THz E-field.
Here, the interplay of dynamical symmetry breaking due
to ps (t) and HHG nonlinearities enhanced by the pairing
interaction produce strongly nonlinear quantum dynamics beyond perturbation expansions [14].
To explore why nonlinear supercurrent phtogenera-
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tion by THz light-wave propagation is very effective in
Nb3 Sn SCs, we study the effect of the bandstructure
on the photogeneration of the zero-frequency component of the transmitted electric field. For this we use
a square lattice nearest-neighbor tight-binding model,
ε(k) = −2 t1 [cos(kx a) + cos(ky a)] + µ, with nearestneighbor hopping strength t1 > 0, lattice constant a,
and band-offset µ. We characterize the effects of the
bandstructure by the density-of-states (DOS) close to
the Fermi surface. A small electronic hopping parameter
t1 corresponds to flatter band dispersion and large DOS
around the Fermi surface; large t1 yields a small DOS.
Figure 4(f) shows the static component of the transmitted electric field Etrans (ω = 0) as a function of normalized electric field strength for three different DOS (inset
Fig. 4(d)) obtained by changing t1 . The photoinduced
supercurrent grows with increasing DOS at the Fermi
surface, which shows that dynamical inversion symmetry
breaking is most effective in SCs with small band dispersion (large DOS) close to the Fermi surface. This is the
case in the Nb3 Sn superconductors studied here [24, 25].
In summary, we describe a microscopic mechanism of
dynamical symmetry breaking that manifests itself experimentally via THz second harmonic generation (SHG)
forbidden by the equilibrium pairing symmetry and absent above the SC transition temperature. Our experimental observation of this predicted SHG signal is a hallmark for symmetry breaking condensate flow induced by
strong THz field-SC coupling in a thin film geometry.
Our theory-experiment results reinforce a universal quantum control concept of how oscillating THz electromagnetic field pulses can be used as an alternating-current
bias to photogenerate sub-cycle dynamical spatial symmetry breaking in quantum materials. This scheme can
be extended to other systems to such as topological matter [26], magnetism [27] and unconventional superconductivity [28–30] by dynamically tuning the symmetry.
For example, periodically driven symmetry breaking current photogeneration can apply to high-Tc cuprates for
probing spatial periodic modulation of Cooper pairing,
as in a pair density wave state.
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